
Technical Skills 
Languages 
- Python (Advanced) 
- C/C++ (Advanced) 
- SQL (Intermediate) 
- Go (Intermediate) 
- JavaScript (Intermediate) 
- HTML | CSS (Intermediate) 
- Swift | iOS (Intermediate) 
- R (Intermediate) 
- Verilog (Intermediate) 
- PHP (Beginner) 
- Matlab | Octave (Beginner) 
- Java (Beginner) 

Tools 
Tensorflow, Scikit-Learn, Git, 
Numpy, Vim, Emacs, Spark, 
Node.js, Express, MySQL, 
MongoDB, Unix-like systems 

Extracurricular 
Activities 
- UCLA ACM 

- Vice President of Artificial Intelligence 

- Alpha Kappa Psi  
- Professional Co-ed Business Fraternity 

- Upsilon Pi Epsilon  
- Honor Society for the Computing and 

Information Disciplines 
- Center for Vision, Cognition, 

Learning, and Autonomy 
- Research Assistant in Explainable AI 

Related Coursework 
Discrete Mathematics 

Computer Operating Systems 

Data Structures & Algorithms 

Calculus of Several Variables 

Linear Algebra/Diff. Equations 

Algorithms and Complexity  

Logic Design of Digital Systems 

Probability 

Database Systems 

Computer Networking 

Artificial Intelligence 

Machine Learning 

Education 
University of California, Los Angeles 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science  
Regents Scholar, honor awarded to top 1.5% of applicants 
3.964 GPA Expected graduation June 2020 

Work Experience 
X, the moonshot factory - Chronicle Team  
Software Engineering Intern | Mountain View | June 2018 - Sep 2018 
- Created internal tool to be put into production for the engineering team, 

automating and streamlining workflow to be 5x faster 
- Wrote professional design documentation for project proposals, and learned to 

defend and communicate design decisions to managers and senior engineers 
- Presented on machine learning and its applications in cyber security to senior 

managers and other engineers across multiple teams 
- Wrote MapReduce batch jobs to calculate analytics from large datasets 
- Chronicle is still a stealth mode startup, further project details are under NDA 

Whalerock Industries - iOS Team 
Software Engineering Intern | West Hollywood | Sep 2017 - Oct 2017 
- Debugged GIF loading functionality in a Kim Kardashian West app, reducing 

scrolling lag for main feed and implementing asynchronous loading for GIFs 
- Utilized Apple Instruments tools to locate and eliminate memory leaks in app 
- Implemented restore in-app purchase functionalities for subscribers 

Autodesk - Project Quantum Escrow 
Software Engineering Intern | San Francisco | Jun 2017 - Sep 2017 
- Implemented a proof-of-concept data-management system to allow high 

frequency sharing and syncing of data across Autodesk products 
- Created RESTful API server in Node.js with ‘git-like’ functionality to enable the 

sharing of CAD and construction data among different applications 
- Productionized the server API with unit testing using Mocha testing framework 

Selected Side Projects 
Flower Image Classification | Python / Tensorflow (Sep 2018) 
- Implemented a computer vision model using convolutional neural networks 
- Trained model to classify types of flowers using colored images 
- Applied transfer learning on an Inception v3 checkpoint model from Tensorflow 
- Achieved classification accuracy of over 71% on test images 
Genie | Python / Tensorflow (Jun 2018) 
- Deep learning application to turn low-fidelity hand drawn pictures of 

wireframes into usable web component code to streamline design process 
- Preprocessed training data images with OpenCV Adaptive thresholding 
- Utilized Tensorflow API to implement transfer learning on Faster R-CNN model 

to detect and classify design component objects in hand drawn images  
Music Generator | Python / Keras (Apr 2018) 
- Trained a LSTM Recurrent Neural Network model on over a hundred sample 

MIDI files of instrumental music from a variety of games, movies, and shows 
- Produced over half a dozen songs using the trained model, with three very 

natural pieces of about two minutes in length 
- Sample music can be found on soundcloud.com/lawrence-chen-15/sets/

machine-learns-music 
Silio | C++ / Node.js / Javascript (@LAHacks 2017)  
- Chatbot that recommends an intinerary plan for users given only intended cost 

and travel distance, utilizing real map data of the Westwood LA area 
- Implemented A* path finding algorithm in C++ to find optimal route 
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